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Valse moderato

1. The world they say is the stage of life, Real ac-

tors

2. The play goes on and the ac-

tors they, Pro-

ceed to

all are we And in the cast there's a girl for each

speak their parts A be-

ing comes as if out of the
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boy and a boy for each girl, you see. I've
skies with a tale of two loving hearts. It

come from high, up near the sky, for my af-
quickly seeks its earthly mate, here on this

finit-y_ The love-light beam-ing
mortal shore And when the long sought

in your eye, says you're the mate for me.
soul is found we hear this song once more.
Chorus

Won't you fly, fly, fly with me I love you indeed I do.

Fly, fly up where the sky is oh! so blue And we'll try, try, try to be so gay and free, you and me. Won't you fly,

fly, fly with me, Cause I'd like to fly with you. you.
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Music by LEO FRIEDMAN    Words by BETH SLATER WHITSON

Acknowledged by everybody to be the most beautiful ballad of recent years.
All of the big publishers were after this song, but as usual WILL ROSSITER
"got there" first and secured this song-sensation for $7000.00 CASH.
Yes, it does seem a big price, but this song is worth many times this price.
Millions of copies will be sold.
Here is the first line of the Chorus—
Try it over yourself—

CHORUS. With Expression.

Meet me to-night in Dream-land
Under the sil-ly moon

Isn't it the most "natural" song you ever heard. No effort to sing it. Each note
seems to "just naturally" follow the previous one.
Here is the last line of the Chorus
A beautiful ending to a truly beautiful song.

Meet me in Dream-land, sweet, dream-y
Dream-land. There let my dreams come true.
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